Abstract. We solve the Cauchy problem for a conservation law arising in oil reservoir simulation where the flux function may depend discontinuously on the space va;riable. To do this we use front tracking a;s a method of analysis.
Introduction. In this paper we study the Cauchy problem for two phase flow through a one dimensional porous medium. Darcy's law together with the equations of mass balance gives (0.1) 
St + {!o(s)(v-g(x)k(s)
)
u(x,O)=uo(x)
where u may be either a vector or a scalar variable. Such conservation laws do not in general posess continuous solutions, and by a solution of (0.2) we mean a solution in the distributional sense such that for each ¢> E CJ (0.3)
1:1= (urf>t + f(u,x)rf>x) dtdx +I: ¢>(x,O)uo dx = 0.
The solution u is then called a weak solution of (0.2). Krushkov proved the existence of a weak solution to (0.2) for a scalar u under the assumption that ¥x-was bounded (9] . This assumption does not hold for (0.1) since the geology often varies discontinuously in a porous medium.
Here we are interested in the initial value problem for (0.1) and we prove the following theorem:
THEOREM. H g(x) has bounded total variation, (0.1) posesses a weak solution s(x, t) for arbitrary initial data s 0 (x) of bounded total variation. This theorem is proved through construction of a sequence of approximate solutions. These solutions are constructed by the method of front tracking introduced by Dafermos(l] and developed by Holden et al. [4] . This front tracking method is based on the solution of the Riemann problem for (0.1) which was studied by the authors in (3] and here we give a brief review of its solution. The solution of the Riemann problem for (0.1) is similar to the solution of the Riemann problem for the oil-polymer system studied by Isaacson[6] . This similarity is sufficient for us to use some of the ideas developed by Temple[ll] for the oilpolymer system, most notably the construction of a mapping W from ( s, g) to ( z, g) such that the total variation of the approximate solutions remains bounded in ( z, g). We will define a functional F = F( u 0 ) where u0 is our approximate solution generated by the front tracking scheme. Then F is shown to be nonincreasing in time and this enables us to show that the sequence of approximations is well defined in the sense that each approximate solution can be defined at any time. Furthermore we show that each approximate solution is constant on a finite number of polygons in x -t space. Via a standard compactness argument we can now show that a subsequence of the approximate solutions converges. The approximate solutions are constructed in such a way that they are weak solutions of equations which are close to (0.1). This makes it straightforward to prove that the limit is a weak solution.
In the first section of this paper we give some of the "physics" of the problem which leads to (0.1). In section two we review the solution of the Riemann problem. In section three we present the front tracking scheme and introduce the mapping W and the functional F.
We then show that F is nonincreasing and that this implies that the approximations are well defined. In section four we prove that a subsequence of the approximate solutions converges towards a weak solution. Finally we make a remark on the applicability of this method of analysis to the oil-polymer system.
Physical motivation.
We want to study two-phase flow in porous media, assuming for each phase Darcy's law:
where v is the Darcy speed, .\ is the mobility, P the phase pressure, p is the density, and G a gravitational term. Combining Darcys law with the source-free equation of mass conservation for each phase
we find (for a more detailed treatment of these equations see [10] ):
which is the one-dimensional saturation equation, ignoring capillary effects (diffusion). Here a is the one dimensional crossectional area, 4> is the rock porosity, Pw is the density of water, and Sw is the saturation of the water at position x at timet. Lower indices x and t indicate derivatives with respect to space and time respectively. F w is the flow function of water: (1.2) where f w is the fractional flow function of water, f w = .xwl:'.xo , Aw and Ao being the phase mobilities of water and oil, v is the total Darcy velocity, K is the absolute rock permeability, and g is the component of gravity along the reservoir. Even if a, ¢>, and p are constants, so that (1.1) simplifies to read:
Fw may be a function of position as well as saturation, Fw = Fw(sw, x). Heterogenities like a varying reservoir angle (and thereby changing g), or changes in the rock permeability, K, along the reservoir, may both affect the flow function. This positional dependence of Fw may be smooth, when the parameters vary continuously along the reservoir, or discontinuous. The latter is probably very important and perhaps more common, since the rock is usually layered to some extent throughout the reservoir. Between such layers, introducing abrupt changes in rock permeability, K = K( x) should be modelled discontinuously.
In general, the phase mobility curves ,\ = ,\( Sw) are assumed to be convex functions, typically shaped as indicated in figure 1. , where existence and uniqueness results are proved. Here we will need to know the solution of Riemann problems, so before proceeding with a more general treatment of (2.1), we will briefly summarize the main results of (3] .
The one dimensional Riemann problem for (2.1) may be written in the form The procedure for determining possible values for s_ and s+ is explained in full detail in [3] , where it is proved that two such points always exist, and by introducing an additional entropy condition for the shock at x = 0, s_ and s+ are uniquely determined. This entropy condition says that the jump Is--s+ I at x = 0 should be the smallest possible jump here satisfying (2.3). 1'his minimal jump condition is proved to be equivalent to the viscous profile entropy condition for an enlarged system of equations, in some extent equivalent to (2.2). The reader is refered to [3] for further details. We will now turn our attention to the two different waves involved in the solution of (2.1). First, s-waves are defined to be waves of constant g. Thus, in ( Starting with a shock moving backwards along !1 from Sl (s-wave), crossing from s_ over to s+ at fr (minimal jump, g-wave), and finally continuing from s+ to Sr with a rarefaction along fr (another s-wave). In figure 2.6 we have indicated this solution in the (s,g) phase space, and finally in figure 2.7 the solution in the (x, t) plane is shown.
The front tracking scheme. In this section we present the scheme we will use to generate a sequence of approximate solutions to (2.1 ). This scheme is a generalization of Dafermos' [1] scheme for the scalar conservation law. The basic idea of this scheme is to generate a sequence of exact solutions to approximate equations obtained by taking a piecewise linear approximation of the flux function. Via a standard compactness argument we then show that this sequence posesses a convergent subsequence and furthermore that this converges towards a weak solution of (2.1).
In order to define our approximation we first have to define the approximate flux functions. Roughly speaking these will be defined for a fixed g to be piecewise linear continuous The solution of the Riemann problem defined by
consists of a number of constant states separated by discontinuities moving apart. Furthermore these constant states are a subset of { Si,j} ~l~1 ). For a complete discussion of the .
Riemann problem for piecewise linear flux functions see e.g. [4] . 
The initial function uo,o defines a series of finitely many Riemann problems, and by construction the solution to these problems are constant states (which are included in the set { ui,j}) separated by discontinuities. We can track these discontinuites and thereby propagate the solution forward in time, until two of them collide. At this point we have a situation similar to what we had initially, namely a sequence of Riemann problems. Therefore we can solve these and propagate the solution until the next collision. Note that by construction u 0 is a weak solution of (3.8) . This process we call front tracking, and it is clear that it can be repeated an arbitrary number of times. We do however need to justify that we can propagate the solution in this manner up to any given time by a finite number of operations. But in order to do this we first define a certain functional F which is nonincreasing for each collision of fronts.
We may think of a wave of u 0 either as a discontinuity in the (x, t) plane or as a directed path in ( s, g) space. If the wave is an s-wave this path is just the straight line from the state to the left of the discontinuity to the state to the right of the discontinuity. If the wave is a g-wave the path is the curve f = const. from the left state to the right state. Thus u 0 can be thought of as a finite sequence of connected waves in the ( s, g) plane representing the discontinuities in u0 as we move from left to right in the (x, t) plane. We will call any finite sequence of connected s-or g-waves in the (s,g) plane an I curve, where by connected we mean that the left state of a wave in the sequence is the right state of its predessessor, and we say that an I curve connects u L to u R if the left state of the first wave is u L and the right state of the final wave is uR. We will use the techniques developed for the oil-polymer system by Temple(ll] and construct a certain 1-1 mapping W from (s,g) to (z,g), and a functional F(I) such that F(uo) dominates the total variation of W o u0. We then prove that F( u 0) is nonincreasing for each collision, and that this implies firstly that the approximation procedure can be continued to any time by finitely many operations, and secondly that a subsequence of the approximate solutions converges in L 1 . We have two cases of how to define the point (s',g') when f does not take the value f(s,g) on T, depending on whether T intersects the s-axis or the g-axis. Assume first that T intersects the s-axis. Then we can extend T and the level curves off in a smooth manner such that they intersect T at their minimum, cf. figure 3.2 H T intersects the g axis we make a smooth decreasing extension g'(s) ofT defined for negatives. H f does not take the value f(s,g) on T, then f will take this value on the line g = 0 at some points. We then define ( s', g') = ( -s, g' ( -8)) . Since the line s = 0 is a level set for f this mapping will be continuous and smooth, cf. figure 3.3. As in (11] we have that W is 1 -1 and regular everywhere exept on T. In the following we let w = w(u). Now we can define the functional F. We define the strength of an s-wave to be (3.10) and and the strength of a g-wave Here follows the main lemma regarding F. LEMMA 
Let J be any I curve connecting U£ touR, and let [uLuR] be the I curve that solves the Riemann problem defined by U£ and UR· Then F([uLuR]) $ F(J).
The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of the corresponding lemma (Lemma 5.1) in (11] and since it involves the study of a number of cases, it is presented in an appendix. Now let F0 denote F(us(·,t)) where tis taken to be so small that no collision has yet occured. The main theorem of this section then follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. 
(2) An s-wave colliding with a g-wave from the right (left), giving sg (gs) as result ('an s-wave passing through a g-wave').
(3) An s-wave colliding with a g-wave, giving s£gsk. as a result .
.
The proof of this lemma consists of checking a number of cases of Riemann solutions in the diagrams 2.2 and 2.3. It is straightforward and is therefore omitted. Combining the last two lemmas we see that if F is constant, our approximation u 6 is well defined.
However Theorem 3.1 implies that after some finite number of collisions, F will change by an amount less than ~ for all subsequent collisions, i.e. F will remain constant for all collisions thereafter. Therefore the approximation Ulj is well defined and Ulj is constant on a finite number of regions in R x ifi+. These regions are separated by a finite n~ber of straight lines. 
proving that Varzg u 0 (·, t) is bounded for each fixed t.
Having proved boundedness in space for each timet, we want to prove Lipschitz conti-. nuity in t:
PROOF: Let M be the maximum speed at which a wave may propagate. Misgiven by the maximum slope of any fo(·,gi)· Thus, if t1 < t 2, jw0(x, t2)-wo(x, t!)l is bounded by the spatial variation of w 0(y, t!), where x-Mlt2-t1! < y < x + Mlt2-ttl· However, as pointed out above, w 6(·, t) is of bounded variation, so that we may write: + llc/>xlloo llfs(u)-fs(uo)llu (4.2d) + llc/>lloo lluo-uo,sllu
W(u) = L: lT (ci>t(u-us)+ ¢>x(f(u)-fs(us))) dx dt + L: ¢>(uo-
Here, by Lipschitz continuity of f and fo, the terms ( 4.2b) and ( 4.2c) above are small. Furthermore ( 4.2a) is small by the construction of u as the L 1 limit of u 6 , and ( 4.2d) is small by the construction of u 0 ,0• Hence, for any given € > 0, we may choose 8 so that IW(u)l < €, concluding that W(u) = 0, and the limit u is a weak solution of (2.1). I Remark. The system of conservation laws modelling polymer flow in porous media
studied by Temple [11] , and Temple and Isaacson [7] , [8] , has a structure of the solution to the Riemann problem that is remarkably similar to the Riemann solution used in the present paper (Compare figures 8 and 9 in [11] with figures 2.2-2.3). It is this similarity that enabled us to use essentially the same techniques as [11] to show that the functional F was nonincreasing and to obtain the estimates on Varzg W8· This in turn guaranteed that our approximation u8 was well defined and that the sequence { u8} posessed a subsequence which converged towards a weak solution of (2.1). We could have defined an analogue of U8, ( 88, b8) as an approximation to the solution of ( 4.3). Since the whole subsequent argument hinges on the fact that F is nonincreasing, it applies equally well to ( 88, b8) as to u8. Therefore, the front tracking method presented here gives an alternative proof of the existence of a solution to the Cauchy problem for ( 4.3).
Appendix. Here Since the structure of the solution of the Riemann problem is similar to the structure of the solution of the Riemann problem for the polymer system studied by Temple [11] , lemma 3.1 is proved by essentially the same arguments as the corresponding lemma in [11] .
We first prove three Lemmas, lemma 3.1 will then follow from these.
Let g+ (g-) denote a g wave over which 8 is increasing (decreasing), and let gR (gL)
denote a g-wave to the right (left) ofT. We can now define the "addition" of waves; the addition of 8 
